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Disclaimer
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• The purpose of this meeting is peer-to-peer networking and education 
which is of mutual interest to the attendees.

• It is important to recognize that certain activities involving some 
participants may be subject to certain legal limits imposed by state and 
federal antitrust laws.  Discussion amongst attendees involving pricing, 
sale terms, territories, production or other aspects of competition must 
be avoided.  In the event that any attendee feels that the meeting 
activities, or statements, or actions implicates such areas, the attendee 
should raise the issue immediately so that any further discussion may be 
halted pending receipt of legal advice.
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Simplicity Convenience

Partnership Data Integrity
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Vision for Global Human Resources



By Bringing Earth’s Resources to Life

Why we exist:

Strategy Overview

(Purpose & Mission)

What we strive to be:
(Vision)

What we are known for:
(Core Differentiating Competencies)

What we focus on 
collectively:
(Key Business Strategies)

How we work:
(Core Values & Fundamentals)

Contribute to Feeding Our World

Talent

Human Resources Safety, Security and 
Wellbeing

Trusted to empower our people and partner globally to create a high performance 
organization that contributes to business strategy and creates value

Learning Rewards
Transformation and 

Culture
Safety Security & Well 

Being
Operational 

Excellence

❑ Seek and attract diverse 

and talented people 

❑ Promote our brand and 

engage our communities

❑ Build a mobile global bench

❑ Provide performance and 

career frameworks to grow 

our people

❑ Design and implement 

Simplot’s Leadership 

Development Strategy

❑ Embed consistent learning 

tools, frameworks and 

methods to support 

learning organization

❑ Enable deliberate 

development planning

❑ Deliver globally aligned, 

competitive and locally  

relevant pay and benefits

❑ Develop reward and 

recognition frameworks to 

promote high performance 

outcomes

❑ Align our culture in support 

of transformation

❑ Facilitate and implement 

organizational design and 

change

❑ Drive employee 

engagement strategy 

utilizing Voice Your View 

feedback

❑ Build change management 

capability for successful 

transformation

❑ Relentless focus on 

managing risk to ensure the 

safety and security of our 

employees

❑ Foster a safety leadership 

culture with the focus on 

leading indicators

❑ Model and drive 

accountability of the safety, 

health and well-being of our 

people

❑ Seek out data and insights 

to support leaders in 

decision making

❑ Measure technology and 

process effectiveness to 

drive prioritized 

improvement

❑ Deliver a consistent and 

excellent HR experience to 

our customers

❑ Ensure people practices 

are in line with our values

One Simplot
Discover  Connect  Leverage  Grow
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Managers & Employees

Managers own the employment 
relationship and manage talent within 
their teams. 

Employees assume responsibility for 
their own personal data, career related 
issues, and proactively seek necessary 
information

Business HR

Trusted advisors who create business 
value through forecasting talent 
challenges, shaping and implementing 
people strategies and promoting the 
right workplace culture that enables 
business strategies. Provides coaching 
and leadership development and 
provides input into ER/LR strategies, as 
needed. 

COE

HR specialists who design agile business 
aligned programs focused on workforce 
experience across attracting, engaging, 
retaining and developing talent. 
Researches leading practice and 
provides an outside-in perspective to 
solve business challenges. They work 
closely with Business HR and HR 
Solutions to support resolution of 
complex employee issues, ensure 
collaboration across the operating model 
and a close connection on relevant &  
effective service delivery

Vendors

Support COEs with program design or 
specialized expertise.  Provide select 
administrative services as “extension” of 
HR Solutions and COEs and deliver 
technology or tools that support defined 
HR processes

HR Solutions

Serves as the first point of contact to 
resolve workforce HR inquiries. Have a 
strong customer service orientation.  
Also provide administrative and 
transactional support with standard 
processes and policies grounded in 
continuous improvement that improves 
operational excellence.  May interpret 
solutions within the framework of global 
HR policies and local HR programs with a 
problem solving mindset. 

HR Operating Model
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• A simple, standardized solution fully supported by one of the largest vendors in the world (SAP) 

• Easy, accurate, and real-time data at our fingertips, including a mobile solution 

• Increased performance: execute strategic business initiatives 

• Ability to track trends in data, glean insights, and make data-driven decisions 

• Best-in-class data integrity and security 

• Faster, more efficient recruiting and onboarding 

• Global support for employee training and professional development 

• Manager self-service: empowered to grow and develop their teams

• Employee self-service: engaged to grow and develop their careers

Transforming HR Service Delivery 
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MySimplot is the core HR system for all HR employee 

lifecycle processes.  

Employee Central provides the foundational layer for all 

talent management areas:

• Recruiting & Onboarding

• Compensation

• Performance & Goals

• Succession & Development

• Learning

MySimplot HR Process Areas
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Recruiting    

&          &

Onboarding

Employee

Central

Compensation

Performance

& Goals

Succession 

& 

Development

Learning

With integrated talent management in one place, Simplot can strategically plan for 

people resources for the employee lifecycle across businesses and locations
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Employees
&

People Managers

H2R 

Audience 

Groups

MySimplot: Training Model

Human Resources
&

Global Solutions HR

▪ On-line, on-demand training content, 

no classroom required

▪ Individual employee level instruction

▪ Available 24/7/365

On-Demand Training

▪ Hybrid virtual and in-person classroom training 

courses (where possible)

▪ Live (In-person and skype) readiness sessions to 

deliver conceptual learning prior to classroom training

▪ In-tool QRGs, reference documents and support 

documents

Hybrid Classroom & In-Tool Support Training
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Benefits of MySimplot

How will implementing MySimplot globally enable improvement in our business processes?

Technical PerspectiveTechnical PerspectiveProvide significant business process benefits
MySimplot

will….

Automate, simplify, and integrate business processes

Align organization’s talent to business goals

Deliver a consumer grade user experience to the workforce

Drive employee engagement and accountability
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Engaging employees globally with a 

simple, intuitive experience to grow 

and develop their careers

1

2

3

Explore all Simplot job profiles and identify 

career opportunities globally

Ability to set development goals to perform at their 

highest level and to grow professionally 

Easy access to view assigned training and 

development courses
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Empowering people managers globally 

with a simple, intuitive experience to 

grow and develop their team

1

2

3

Convenient 24/7 access that best suits a 

managers needs and schedule

Real-time data and statuses to support 

decision-making

Enhanced visibility to key workflows to 

monitor progress and stay informed
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Strategic Business HR

ManagersEmployees System 

Administrators

Business HR HR Solutions

Business HR will use MySimplot to:

• Collect data in consistent ways to support the common HR 

processes

• Generate dashboards and reports for Employees within their span 

of control

• Support development and maintenance of successors, plans and 

talent pools
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System Administrators 

ManagersEmployees System 

Administrators

Business HR HR Solutions

System Administrators will use MySimplot to:

• Maintain system configuration elements, launch forms

• Build and generate reports 

• Provide Employee, Manager and HR Solutions support through 

troubleshooting and resolving system issues

• Work with SAP to drive enhancements to the system functionality
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HR Solutions

ManagersEmployees System 

Administrators

Business HR HR Solutions

HR Solutions will use MySimplot to:

• Manage Employee Data

• Maintain Organization and Position Management

• Support the Recruiting process

• Provide Employee and Manager support through troubleshooting 

and resolving issues


